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ChopTones announces availability of IR Loader

Professional producer and seller of content for all guitar and bass digital devices

ChopTones announces the availability of IR Loader - an appropriately-named two-

slot IR (impulse response) loader, available as a free plug-in for a limited time to

create incredible cabinet and mic combinations at the touch of a button and achieve

premium sound quality in the clear-cut process - as of September 21…
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As an appropriately-named two-slot - Slot A and Slot B - IR loader plug-in for Mac

and Windows, IR Loader literally lets users load IRs into their respective Load IR

locations helpfully highlighted on its superficially-simple GUI (Graphical User

Interface). Interesting features - for what is (initially), after all, a free plug-in - are

also available there for all to see and use, with three-band (High Band, Mid Band,

and Low Band) EQ replicated in each slot alongside a Delay function (to phase align

the IRs), while shared controls include High Cut and Low Cut filtering alongside

Input Gain and Output Gain, plus an advantageous ‘mix’ control,

But better still, IR Loader comes complete with 10 IRs helpfully handpicked by

ChopTones from its ever-expanding library of cabinet IRs, including five ‘single’ IRs -

based on a Mesa Boogie 4x12 loaded with Celestion V30, Marshall 1960 4x12

loaded with Celestion V30, Fender Twin Reverb 2x12 loaded with Jensen C12K,

Hughes & Kettner 4x12 loaded with Celestion G12M Greenback made in the UK, and

a Vox 2x12 loaded with Celestion Alnico Blue - and five custom IR mixes - namely,

American Classic, American Vintage, Brit Classic, German Classic, and Tweed

Classic, each exclusively and carefully curated for the free for a limited time plug-in.

Ultimately, users of course can choose to make additional purchases from the

600-plus packs already available - all of them being beautifully captured in

ChopTones’ studio using high-end equipment.

Clearly, ChopTones’ IR Loader is a no-brainer for anyone that is ready to take their

sound to the next level with an appropriately-named plug-in that is as easy to use

as it is easy on the pocket. Put it this way: with IR Loader it is perfectly possible to

create tracks that sound like they were recorded in a professional studio. Time to

create incredible cabinet and mic combinations at the touch of a button and achieve

premium sound quality in the clear-cut process at absolutely no cost... for a limited

time.

Anyone can directly download IR Loader for free - as an AU- and VST-compatible

plug-in for Mac (OS X 10.9 or newer) and Windows (7 or newer) - until October 18,

2021 by entering their e-mail address on the website below.

www.choptones.com
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